Abstract. Adaptable-function mechanical products generally demonstrate various degrees of similarity in their behavioral process for different adaptable functions. Analysis and research of this similarity constitutes an important aspect of research for the design of such products. The paper investigates the behavioral process similarity of typical adaptable-function mechanical products and summarizes the corresponding behavioral process in the behavior elements, behavior structure and behavior characteristics three level has the various degrees of similarity. For the redesign of existing products for adaptable functions and system optimization provides a theoretical basis. At last, this paper uses fuzzy evaluation method to construct a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model to evaluate the similarity of behavioral process.
Introduction
In recent years, the adaptable-function mechanical products for its high comprehensive utilization rate and wide adaptability more and more welcome by consumers. Adaptable-function mechanical [1] has some characteristics of implementation system function change by replacing system components or adjust the system structure connection. Research on mechanical products redesign for adaptable-function has a positive role in promoting the sustainable development of manufacturing industry. The lack research of adaptable-function at home and abroad , especially lacks the research of concept design method for adaptable-function redesign.
Relevant data show that in product design many design is improved and changes on the basis of the original design. Product redesign kept similar with the original design [2] . Visible, use the original product characteristics to redesign another similar system is an effective way to improve the design quality and save the design cost. Research on product design method, the theory of FBS is a relatively intact theoretical system of design. Such as "function -behavior -state" [3] (FBS) design process model, and "function -behavior -structure" [4] [5] (FBS) design process model. In the FBS design theory the behavior act as a bridges between function and structure, so as to obtaining the solution of the design problem. The introduction of the behavior make function expression easier to understand, also expanded the designer's creative space [6] [7] . Due to the adaptable-function mechanical system is based on sharing infrastructure when function conversion, so each function system when realization its behavioral process there must be have some degree of similarity. Research on the similarity of adaptable-function mechanical system behavioral process not only can provide a certain theoretical basis for the adaptable-function mechanical system analysis, but also provide a certain theoretical guidance for the mechanical system redesign to adaptable-function mechanical system.
Case study
Mechanical products with adaptable-function can multi-usage, such as multifunctional combined tool, micro tillage machine and combination machine tool etc. These products has brought great convenience to production and life. In this paper, taking a multifunctional household cooking machine ( Figure 1 ) which is closely linked with our life as an example to specific analysis the similarity of adaptable-function mechanical behavioral process. The household cooking machine has the characteristics of simple structure and wide adaptability. By changing the connection of the corresponding egg beater, long foot knife and smash cup can convert multiple functions of stirred egg whites, minced meat, crushed material and make juice etc. To facilitate analysis, in this paper have analysis household cooking machine behavioral process of three kinds function [8] [9] . When the host connected to the egg beater, household cooking machine has the function of stirred egg whites. The long foot knife replaced egg beater, household cooking machine has the function of make juice. The long foot knife with smash cup, cooking machine has the function of minced meat. Three kinds of behavioral process analysis are as follows:
Analysis of behavioral process from the household cooking machine three kinds of adaptablefunctions can be found in three kinds of behavioral process has the various degrees of similarity. After analysis a lot of adaptable-function mechanical products behavioral process can be found: Mechanical products with adaptable-function mapping all kinds of behavioral process has the The behavioral process of make juice L 3 various degrees of similarity in three levels of behavior elements, behavior structure and behavior characteristics.
Research on similarity of behavioral process
Analysis of behavioral process from the adaptable-function mechanical can be found behavioral process mapping in realize each function has a certain degree of similarity. It is because the behavioral process of adaptable-function mechanical each system with similarity and easy to fluent realize the adaptable-function system. We can take the behavioral process as a system which is composed of several elements with interaction relations. The system has a certain degree of similarity and regularity in three levels of behavior elements, behavior structure and behavior characteristics.
The similarity of behavior elements
Behavior elements constitute the behavioral process system. Due to the adaptable-function mechanical system is based on sharing infrastructure when function conversion, so must have some behavior elements is shared by each behavioral process. And the different parts of the behavior elements also must have similarity to some extent. The system of behavioral process can be shown in figure 2.
The similarity of behavior structure
Behavior structure reflects the composition of behavior elements and the relationship between behavior elements in the behavioral process system. At the same time the behavior structure determines the movement and the interaction relationship between execute components. Figure 4 shows the structure model of each behavioral process. The similarity of behavior structure can provide a theoretical basis for the product structure innovation. i)Orderly structure similarity: Elements that is composed of the behavioral process system has regularity in spatial structure arrangement and combination, also the structure between elements has good function coupling.
ii)Structure transfer similarity: That structure between the each behavior elements in the behavioral process system influence each other and transference of connection effect is similarity. Same part Similar part 
The similarity of behavior characteristics
Behavior characteristic is an important way to express characteristics information of function in the behavioral process. At the same time behavior characteristic is an important way to expression useful design information. Any behavioral process is composed of the relevant behavior elements, behavior characteristics also is the link between each behavior elements. Behavior characteristics expressed by each adaptable-function mechanical behavioral process system has the characteristics of causal similarity, orderly function similarity and orderly movement time similarity. i) Causal similarity: In the behavioral process the former behavior element is a input for the after behavior element, and the two behavior elements on the energy, material and signal has the interdependent relationship.
ii)Orderly function similarity: The elements that is composed of the behavioral process system has shown the sub-functions have the certainty and regularity. The function of orderly structure system is affected by the each elements sub-functions and the sequence of function occur.
iii)Orderly movement time similarity: Elements that is composed of the behavioral process system is always according to the time sequence correlation occurred in turn and each elements having a certain movement occurrence relevance.
Because the system of adaptable-function mechanical behavioral process has a certain degree of similarity and regularity in three levels of behavior elements, behavior structure and behavior characteristics, so is easy to fluent realize the adaptable-function system. These similarities has a great theoretical guidance significance for us to optimization analysis of adaptable-function mechanical and redesign of existing products for adaptable functions.
Similarity evaluation model
For quantitative analysis the similarity of each behavioral process ,this paper uses fuzzy evaluation method [10] [11] 
Conclusions
Analysis of behavioral process is an important aspect of product design theory. Through the research on the similarity of typical adaptable-function mechanical behavioral process, we can from the behavior elements, behavior structure and behavior characteristics three level comprehensive analysis the behavioral process similarity between different systems. At the same time based on the similarity of the behavioral process we can provides a certain theoretical basis for the redesign of existing products for adaptable functions and system optimization. And by using the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model can feasibility and rationality quantitative analysis the similarity of different behavioral process.
